
COURT OF  CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE   AT SRINAGAR  .

File No.                            D.O.Inst: 20.04.2020                                 D.O.O:21.04.2020

CNR No………….

In the Case of:

Bashir Ahmad Ganai,S/O Gh. Mohd  Ganai,

           R/o Khimber Hazratbal ,

        Through: Counsel via virtual mode

                                                   Applicant

V/S                     

 State through  SHO Police Station Zakura  ,

Through:  Ld. APP via virtual mode

FIR No. 30/2020.
Offences  U/Section 188 IPC .

IN THE MATTER OF ;  
Application seeking  release  of  a  vehicle   bearing no.JK02AG-1714  in

favour of the applicant.
  

CORAM: Gowhar Majid Dalal/JO 00098.



O R  D  E  R.

Through the medium of this order I am going to dispose of the

release of the vehicle through virtual mode  filed  by  ld. Counsel

for the applicant and report  was sought  through virtual mode

from the concerned police.

Ld. Counsel for the applicant and ld.  APP also argued  via a virtual mode..

 Report of the police station  concerned is on record which reveals that the

vehicle in question stands seized in aforesaid case.

 Heard  the arguments via a virtual mode and considered the arguments. 

 The vehicle in   question  is involved  in the above said FIR and

the retention of the vehicle in the police station will not serve any

purpose to the  investigating agency, rather it will deteriorate the

mechanical  condition of the vehicle  .  He has  not to  ply the

vehicle  in view of the lockdown imposed   due to     covid -19

pandemic.

Application is accordingly allowed and vehicle shall be released  in

favour of the  accused /driver  with the following conditions:-



1. That  he will  not ply the vehicle in violation of the  Govt

orders issued  in view of the lockdown.
2.  He will produce the vehicle  as and when required before

the investigation or before the court.
3.  He will not dispose of the vehicle and In case of any damage

or loss, he will  inform the court.
Vehicle along with load sand be released in favour of the

accused /driver  after retaining RC and   after he will submit

the suprudnama. Application is accordingly disposed of and

shall be consigned to records after due compilation.

Announced:

21.04.2020 Gowhar Majid Dalal 

                         Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                                                                              Srinagar.
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